
  



  

Discount Membership Club offers a high quality, full-spectrum
phytocannabinoid and terpene rich hemp oil, at the lowest
price possible.

This is NOT food grade hemp oil made from hemp seeds.

This is therapeutic grade hemp oil made from a unique and
special strain of industrial hemp oil that was selectively bred
(non-GMO) over 7 years to provide the therapeutic nutrients
found in hemp. The product that we offer is THC-free.

Discount Membership Club offers an income opportunity to its 
members at ZERO cost. Whether you need the benefits of
hemp oil or not, you can earn an additional income by helping
us spread the word about the benefits of hemp oil.

To join Discount Membership Club, click on the link below...

https://discountmembership.club/u/luckysparkles

Contact:

Debbie Miles
941-840-1268

debbie@myjourneytoacure.com

https://discountmembership.club/u/luckysparkles


  

What is full-spectrum, phytocannabinoid
and terpene rich hemp oil?

In much the same way that there are many varieties of apples
or grapes, there are many, many varieties of hemp. Many 
people are aware of hemp that has been selected for its high
THC content. Varieties of hemp that have high THC have been
proven to provide health benefits to those who inhale the smoke
generated by burning that type of hemp.

However, other varieties of hemp contain large amounts of 
phytocannabinoid other than THC as well as many aromatic
compounds known as terpenes. Terpenes give many plants
their pleasant aroma (such as lemon or pine) and terpenes
provide their own health benefits (aromatherapy).

In the past, many products have focused on the benefits of
one or the other of just a few of the compounds found in hemp,
usually either THC or CBD. While these individual compounds
can provide benefits, the entire spectrum of compounds found
in hemp can provide far more. We refer to the synergy of all of
these beneficial compounds as “The Entourage Effect.”



  



  



  



  



  



  

Published Research:
There is an ENORMOUS amount of peer-reviewed, published research

on cannabinoids and hemp terpenes available on PubMed.
Click on the links below for details...

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=cannabinoid

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=hemp+terpenes

U.S. Patent:
The United States Department of Health has held a patent since October 7, 2003

for the use of various cannabinoids in the treatment of a number of diseases.

https://www.google.com/patents/US6630507

Videos:

Why You Need CBD:
http://www.youtube.com/embed/thIyEDTzmLE?rel=0

CBD is Great for Anxiety
https://www.youtube.com/embed/2x7S9nVUkBo?rel=0

Your Endocannabinoid System Explained:
http://www.youtube.com/embed/PZYjJf0t2OQ?rel=0

What are Terpenes?
http://www.youtube.com/embed/5a8Q9ouvpXQ?rel=0

Doctors Speak Out On The Benefits of CBD:
http://www.youtube.com/embed/Fh-s64RNtz0?rel=0

How Hemp Threatens The Corporatocracy:
http://www.youtube.com/embed/ZE1sUwY_q0k?rel=0

Visualization of the endocannabinoid signaling system:
http://www.youtube.com/embed/jznQfMj9RWM?rel=0

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=cannabinoid
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=hemp+terpenes
https://www.google.com/patents/US6630507
http://www.youtube.com/embed/thIyEDTzmLE?rel=0
https://www.youtube.com/embed/2x7S9nVUkBo?rel=0
http://www.youtube.com/embed/PZYjJf0t2OQ?rel=0
http://www.youtube.com/embed/5a8Q9ouvpXQ?rel=0
http://www.youtube.com/embed/Fh-s64RNtz0?rel=0
http://www.youtube.com/embed/ZE1sUwY_q0k?rel=0
http://www.youtube.com/embed/jznQfMj9RWM?rel=0


  



  

Binary Commissions

Executive
Independent Marketing Directors who make just one sale left and one sale right advance to the
rank of Executive and are PERMANENTLY qualified for the binary team commission. No
purchase is required to qualify as an Executive. 

The Independent Marketing Director NEVER has to make a purchase of any kind. NEVER.
Volume does NOT flush, even if you are not qualified. Your volume will continue to
accumulate, even from members who have spilled over from above into your organization
until you begin earning commissions.
You DO have to generate one personally sponsored sale on both the left and the right side,
but that is a one time, NOT an ongoing, monthly requirement.
If you generate ONE sale (ever) on the left, and ONE sale (ever) on the right, then you will be
qualified to earn binary commissions FOREVER. You NEVER have to make a personal
purchase and the ONE-TIME sales on your left and right sides do NOT have to be repeated
month after month.

These simple requirements are absolutely unheard of in the network marketing industry. A clear
understanding of the ramifications of these simple requirements should dramatically increase
your enthusiasm about this business opportunity.

No personal purchase is necessary for an Independent Marketing Director to earn team
commissions in the binary. An IMD is NOT required to make a personal purchase in order to
earn binary commissions. (This is unheard of in the network marketing industry).

To qualify for binary commissions, an Independent Marketing Director must make one sale on
their left team and one sale on their right team. These sales may be made at any time (not the
same month) and these sales only have to happen once.

After one sale is generated on each side, the IMD will be qualified to earn binary commissions
PERMANENTLY.

Regardless of whether or not you make a purchase (or a sale) your volume will continue to
accumulate and will not flush until you generate volume on both sides and begin to earn binary
commissions. (These simple qualification requirements are unheard of in the network
marketing industry).



  

Before you go any further, go back and re-read the information on the
previous page. The simple qualification requirements needed to earn binary
commissions on a PERMANENT basis are unheard of in the network
marketing industry. Please understand the above details before you move
forward.

As an Independent Marketing Director, you are NOT required to purchase
anything (not ever). If you make one sale left and one sale right (ONE TIME),
then you are qualified to earn binary commissions FOREVER with no
additional personal sales and no personal purchases ever.

Regardless of whether or not you make a purchase (or a sale) your volume
will continue to accumulate and will not flush until you generate volume on
both sides and begin to earn binary commissions.

This information should dramatically raise your level of enthusiasm towards
this opportunity.



  

Leadership Bonuses

DMC pays leadership bonuses to Independent Marketing Directors (IMD) for developing a team
of other IMDs who earn binary commissions. 

Ruby* 
To qualify for Leadership Bonuses, the IMD must help two personal customers who become IMDs
to each acquire their own two personal customers. This promotes the IMD to the title of Ruby. As
a Ruby, an IMD is qualified to earn a Leadership Bonus equal to 100% of all Team Commissions
earned by their personally enrolled IMDs. 

Emerald* 
To achieve the title of Emerald, the IMD must help two personally enrolled IMDs each reach the
title of Ruby. As an Emerald, an IMD retains the benefits of a Ruby and is qualified to earn an
additional Leadership Bonus equal to 50% of all Team Commissions earned by IMDs on that
IMD’s second and third referral levels. 

Diamond* 
To achieve the title of Diamond, the IMD must help two personally enrolled IMDs each reach the
title of Emerald. As a Diamond, an IMD retains the benefits of an Emerald and is qualified to earn
an additional Leadership Bonus equal to 50% of all Team Commissions earned by IMDs on that
IMD’s fourth and fifth referral levels. 

*To maintain Leadership Bonus qualifications, an IMD must make a monthly product purchase of
at least $150 and maintain the required structure as shown in the graphic image below. Team
members must be equally split between one’s Left Team and Right Team. 



  

What ingredients are in the product?
The only ingredients in the product are our unique strain of high quality, phytocannabinoid and
terpene rich full spectrum hemp oil and Medium Chain Triglyceride (MCT) oil from coconuts. 
   
When will the product be available?
The launch date is set for August 15, 2017. With new companies, many details need to be worked
out, so take that with a grain of salt. 
   
How much will the product cost?
One bottle will be $62.50. If you look at what competitors are currently charging, you will see that
our price is VERY competitive. The recommended option is the 3-pack for $150.
 
In what countries will the product be available?
Initially, the product will only be available in the United States. 
 
Can people in other countries participate in the business opportunity?
ABSOLUTELY!! Because NO PURCHASE IS REQUIRED, everyone around the world can join
and participate in the compensation plan and earn binary commissions. Entrepreneurs around the
world can use social media, email, phone, text, etc. to spread the word. They can refer people
around the world. Commissions will be generated based on sales made to people in their
downline who live in the United States.

Is the product patented?
No. However, the United States Department of Health holds a patent for the use of cannabinoids
as a treatment for a number of ailments. We strongly recommend that you read the patent:
https://www.google.com/patents/US6630507

How will people around the world obtain products?
At this time, the company will not be shipping internationally. People around the world will have to
make arrangements with their upline sponsors to obtain products (direct sales).
   
Is it really true that no personal purchase is necessary to earn binary commissions?
Yes. No personal purchase of any kind is required to earn binary commissions. Sales to other
people ARE required. In order to be qualified to receive binary commissions PERMANENTLY
(forever), all that is required is that you refer someone on your left side who places one order and
also refer someone on your right side who places one order. The orders do not have to occur in
the same month and they do not have to purchase over and over every month.
  
Will larger quantities be available?
Yes. It will be possible to purchase a 6-pack($300), 12-pack($600) and 24-pack($1,200).

https://www.google.com/patents/US6630507


  

What amount of all of the Cannabinoids and Terpenes are in the product?
Each batch is independently tested and comes with a Certificate of Authenticity.

Can this product get me “high”?
No. Our product is TetraHydroCannabinol (THC) free. THC is the chemical compound that can
create the “high”. Our product does not contain THC and will not get people “high”.

Why is it so expensive?
Compared to competing products, our product is actually inexpensive. Other companies charge
30%-100%+ more than we do for a comparable product.

I have seen hemp oil in my grocery or nutritional store for a lot less money? Let me ask
again, why is it so expensive?
Hemp SEED oil is available in grocery and nutritional stores.That is a dramatically different
product. Hemp SEED oil is a good product that provides beneficial fatty acids, but the seeds of
the hemp plant do not contain the bioactive cannabinoids and terpenes that are found in the other
parts of the hemp plant. These beneficial compounds are extracted and concentrated in our
product.

Is it legal?
Yes, but the question of whether or not something is legal depends upon the jurisdiction being
considered. The manufacturer is licensed to grow industrial hemp in Colorado. We currently able
to ship product to all 50 states in the USA. Every country in the world has different laws and so
we will be expanding around the world as the various countries laws allow.

Will this hemp oil cure my disease?
Obviously, you are the only person who can answer that question. The only way to answer that
question is to do the scientific experiment yourself. Give the product a fair trial. Purchase three
bottles and consume them as directed and determine for yourself whether or not you benefit from
the cannabinoids and terpenes found in the product. Let us know what happens. We would love
to hear about your experience.

Why haven't I heard of this product  before?
It has taken over 7 years to cultivate the unique strain of industrial hemp that is rich in beneficial
cannabinoids and terpenes with low enough levels of THC (<0.3%) to meet the guidelines for
industrial hemp in the 2014 Farm Bill.

Does this product use “liposome technology?”
No. Our product is as lightly processed and as close to nature as possible. We do not add any
ingredients other than Medium Chain Triglyceride (MCT) oil. Other companies offer more
processed products with additional ingredients. Be sure to check the label and certificate of
analysis on any product that you consider in order to determine exactly what that product
contains.

Does it come in a form other than oil?
Hemp oil can be encapsulated, and we may offer capsules in the future. Some people prefer
capsules, but capsules are not ideal in a number of ways. When you drop the oil under your
tongue it can begin being absorbed directly into your system. You can easily mix the oil with other
foods and, more importantly, you can vary the dosage as desired. Children, the elderly and many
other people may have difficulty swallowing capsules and may need lower or higher doses (some
children may actually need higher doses). Pets and other animals have different levels of
cannabinoid receptors in their body, so the dosage varies from animal to animal. 



  

DISCLAIMERS

Discount Membership Club (DMC) does not sell any investment, security,
franchise, distributorship or business opportunity. Furthermore, DMC does
not give advice regarding any investment, security, tax or legal matter.

No one is required to purchase DMC products or sales aids or to pay any
charge or fee to become or remain a DMC member or Independent
Marketing Director.

We make NO health claims for our products.
 

INCOME DISCLAIMER:
No commissions or bonuses are paid for enrolling new members or IMDs.
THERE IS NO GUARANTEE OF INCOME WHATSOEVER! One’s income
is derived from personal product sales to customers and from the product
sales to customers made by their team of Independent Marketing
Directors.

FDA DISCLAIMER:
These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug
Administration. This product is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or
prevent any disease.

FTC ADVERTISING DISCLAIMER:
The person of business that provided you with this PDF may be an
Independent Marketing Director with the Discount Membership Club and
may receive compensation in the form of commissions and or bonuses
when you purchase any of the products offered by the Discount
Membership Club

INDEPENDENT MARKETING DIRECTOR:
This document is not an official corporate document. It is provided by an
Independent Marketing Director.



  

To join the Discount Membership club, click on the link below...

https://discountmembership.club/u/luckysparkles

Contact:

Debbie Miles
941-840-1268

debbie@myjourneytoacure.com

https://discountmembership.club/u/luckysparkles
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